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Utility Investment When the Allowed Rate of

Return is Uncertain

by Sanford V. Berg

The original Averch-Johnson model assumed no uncertainty. Recent

contributions introduced uncertainty with respect to demand and fuel

input prices. In general, when the level of capital is determined prior

to when the state of nature is known, the resulting uncertainty can

affect the capital investment decision. For example, in the Peles-Stein

(1976) model, once the state of nature is known, the firm is left to

choose the amount of the variable input and the output price. They

assume that if quasi-rents were greater than the revenue requirements to

earn the allowed rate of return, s, the regulatory body would extract

the excess profit. The assumed regulatory asymmetry was that firms

would be left with a loss if quasi-rents were negative; without a suf

ficient gap between sand i (the allowed rate of return and actual cost

of capital, respectively) the asymmetry would discourage capital invest

ment in the regulated industry. Peles-Stein conclude that multiplica

tive uncertainty in the net revenue function alters the standard AJ

conclusions.

This paper introduces another kind of uncertainty that affects

investment decisions in regulated industries: uncertainty rggarding the

rate of return to be allowed on the investment. The decision sequence

under investigation requires the utility to choose capacity, knowing its

own cost of capital, but not knowing what the commission will establish

as a fair rate of return once the investment enters the rate base.



This type of the uncertainty is well recognized within the industry,

but economists have not considered how it affects utility decisions. Today,

large electricity generating plants have a decade lead time: for site certi-

ficatton, construction, and approva1 for envi ronmental compl iance.

Once a plan for the generation mix is established, delaying construction is

possible but often impractical. Thus, managers determine the expected in

put mix long before the allowed return is announced.

Here, for simplicity, we will abstract from uncertainty regarding the

cost of capital. The results for stochastic allowed returns suggest that

the AJ conclusions from the static, certainty model are sensitive to the

assumption of certainty. Note that one of the causes of the uncertainty

is the. flexibility regulatory commissions have in defining the allowed

rate of return (s) and the rate base.. For example, recall that s is ac

tuallyaweighted average return on debt (r) and equity (k):

s =ar + (1 - a)k.

When a company chooses to issue relatively little debt, it reduces financial

leverage and raises before-tax earnings (thus, the tax bill). Hypothetical

capital structures are widely used by regulatory commissions to reduce the

allowed rate Q·f return: one court decision notes that 22 states used this

technique.-" Similarly, changes in techniques for estimating the cost of

equity have affected the returns allowed firms. After-the-fact rate relief

can also arise, raising s. Thus, these aspects of the regulatory process
..:--

need to be incorporated into our models of utility behavior. '.~

-"United States Court of Appeals, The District fo Columbia Circuit,
Communications Sa telli te Corporation. vs. Federal Communi cations Commi ss ion,
No .. 75-2193, October 14, 1977, pp. 43-45.
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I. Decision Sequences and Uncertainty Resolution

The impact of uncerta inty upon corporate deci sions has been ana lyzed

from many··perspectives. In the regulation 1iterature, economists have con-

sideredhow uncertainty affects input choice and efficiency, but the vari-
-

ous studi es reach di fferent concl usi ons, depending on the nature of the

uncertainty, and the timing of various choices relative to when the un-

certainty is resol ved. In the standard Averch-Johnson framework, the

firm maximizes profits subject to a rate of return constraint:

Maximize
1T= P(Q) • Q(K,L) - w • L - r.!K

subject to
P . Q - wL ~ s K

When investigating how robust the AJ conclusions are in the

(1 )

(2)

presence of uncertainty, researchers assume that di fferent variables are

stochastic in nature. They also assume different sequences of choices and

uncertainty resolution.

Uncertainty as to future demand P(Q) illustrates the importance of

the sequence of decisions. For example, a quantity-setting monopoly can

establish its price after the value of the random demand is known. Peles

Stein (1976) and Perrakis (1976b) analyze this situation by having the

regulated firm select K before the demand i sknown, 1eaving P and L to

be chosen by the firm after the demand is realized (i.e., P and L

are de~ermined ex post). Both of the papers concl ude that the. static AJ
'~

results do not generalize to this case without restrictions on the proba

bility distribution of demand, the firm's utility function, and/or the

demand function. Das (1980), however, assumes that K and L are simulta

neously determined before the uncertainty is resolved: he concludes that
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the A-J hypothesis is robust. Of course, the joint determination of K

and L does not reflect real ity if weather patterns or income growth are

the demand shifters, since the firm certainly can adjust its variable in-

put ex post.

Besides modeling the quantity-setting firm, Perrakis (1976a) also

investigated the behavior of a price-setting monopolist that must satisfy

all demand. Again, the price and capital stock are the only ex ante

variables in this model of an expected utility maximizer. In this case,

uncertainty and the sequence of choices results in there being excess

capacity for some of the stochastic demand outcomes. Overcapital ization

does occur in this case, as the firm adjusts its variable input to stay

within. the allowed rate of return and me'et demand. The ex post under

utilization of capital stems from the (assumed) free "disposal" of capital-

without there being any regulatory reaction. In fact, this assumption may

violate the "used and useful" criterion regulators apply when determining a

firm's rate base. This point brings into question Perrakis'conclusion

that the AJ model may be consistent with IIgold-plating" by regulated firms.

Das (1980), analyzing a price-setting regulated firm, which must choose

P, Kand L before the random demand is realized, concludes that rate-

base padding would not occur. For, Das, the "equilibrating" mechanism is

that excess demand is permi"tt-ed.

Meyer (1979) formally analyzed a firm which set price and capital ex

ante, with the variable input chosen ex post. The firm maximized the ex

pected utility of profit, and regulators only establish the expected rate

of return; unlike Peles-Stein and Perrakis, an AJ effect is found since

the realized rate of return is permitted to be greater than s. Thomadakis
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(1982) also explored the implications of price ceilings and IIreactivell

regulation, where revenues are adjusted ~x pos~.

Other researchers have modeled regulation as involving other sequences

of managerial and regulatory choices. Within the AJ rate of return frame

work, Burness eta1. (1980) examine uncertainty with respect to~the price

of capital (usually assumed to be unity for simplicity). They find that

under AJ assumptioJ1S2J the regulated utilities ought to be willing to pay 11

premium for a fixed-price contract. They find that the AJ assumption of

continuously binding regulatory constraint is inappropriate since if

"excessll earnings are observed, commissions or intervenors will initiate

proceedings, but if the allowed returns are not earned, the utility will

request rate relief:

P Q(K, L) -wL < spK (utility initiates). =

p . Q(K, L) - wL i! spK (commission i ni t i ates ) .

The acquisition price of capital equipment, p, may be stochastic under cost

plus contracts. Besides changes in labor and materials costs for equip

mentcontractors, unanticipated siting or environmental problems may

ari se, regulatory treatment of construction work in progress can

chan·ge, orf?egulatorsmaydisallowitems from the rate base (raising the

ex post pri.ce of the physical capital on which a return can be earned).

Thus, uncertainty with respect" to the effective price of capital (p) raises

the same questions as uncerta inty about s. Burness et ale , conclude that si nce expected

income-inaximizing utilities have no-t tended to pay premiums for~fixed

price contracts, other aspects of regulation may dominate the input choice

deCision ..J

-.lAlternative1y, different degrees of risk aversion for utilities and
equipment contractors or other factors may explain the phenomenon.
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The primary al ternative to the AJ formulation was suggested by Joskow

(1974) who argued that price, not rate of return, was probably the variable

:regulators focused upon pri or to the 1970s .--.1 Ina styl i zed vers ion of

Joskow's model of price regulation, Burness et al., (1980) have regulators

set price according to the rules

Po if if(PO ' p, K, L) > 0

P =

. P1 (p, K, L) i f if (Po' p, K, L) ~ 0,

where n(Pl(p, K, L) K, L) = O. The historically determined Po may be

based on rate of return consi derations from some past test peri od. Regu

lators let the firm earn s > r, so long as output price does not rise.

The utility is viewed as initiating rate review when its return drops be-

low r, the cost of financial capital.

Barron and Taggart (1977) present a slightly different characterization

of price regulation, which allows for a mutual recognition by the regulator

and the utility that the allowed rate of return is not necessarily binding.

Output price is postulated as being affected by the firm's choice of capi

tal input. Here, the uncertainty is with respect to the demand, which the

firm meets by choosing its variable inputs. The capital input choice is

presumed to be made prior to uncertainty resolution. The AJ bias arises

in their model only if the regulated price is influenced (positively) by

the capital input level.

--.lLeland (1974) rejected the AJ assumption of an exogenous (and binding)
limit on the rate of return. In an" empirical study, Perrakis and Zerbinis
(1981) found no difference in cost minimizing behavior when firms are classed
by di fferences between allowed and re1aized rates of return.
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The sequence of decisions and timing of adjustments are particularly

important in this model, since the results are sensitive to the period of

time between regulatory reviews, and the inter-review period possibilities

for capital adjustment. If the regulatory "1 ag ll period is long and the

capital stock is (quickly) variable, firms should exhibit cyclical behavior
-

in the capital input levels. This behavior will be such that capital is

1I1owH between reviews and IIhigh ll around review time, if price is positively

related to the capital stock level. Since they find empirically that the

price anticip~tion of an increase in capital is negative, they conclude

that the AJ results do not hold when price is the key decision variable.

Another set of analyses (Barron and De Bondt (1978), and Gqllup and

Karlson (1978) and Isaac (1982)), have considered the impact of the fuel

adjustment clause. Explicit recognition of uncertainty regarding the

price of the variable input tends to yield results with II profuel ll dis

tortions. Combined with a rate of return review process, and periodic

price, adjustments, automatic price adjustments between hearings run

counter to the static AJ overcapitalization result, although the net impact

is unclear.

This brief overview of recent contributions brings into question

the relevance of the. stat i c AJ model for pol icy-makers. Further support

for the irrelevance of the static AJ model comes from consideration of

uncertainty associated with the return to capital, the fixed input.

Except fg.r Brennan and Schwartz (1982), authors tend to take the.J:ost of

capital as exogenous. Yet regulatory risk is a key factor under evaluation

by capital markets. Rather than develop the endogeneity of r (the cost of

capital), this paper considers how uncertainty regarding the allowed rate of

return modifies the standard AJ results.
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Table 1

Timing of Choices and Uncertainty Resolution -

(T1· ~ T.)
< J

Tr = Date the firm observes its cost of financial capital

T* = Date the firm knows the price of physical capitalp

TK = Date the capital stock is in place

T' = Date the capital stock is selectedK
TW= Date the firm observes the price of the variable input

TL = Date the amount of the variable input is selected

T~ = Date at. which uncertainty is resolved

Ts ::; Date the allowed rate of return is known

T~ = Date at which allowed rate of return is imposed

Tp = Date the price (or price ceiling) begins to apply

TQ = Date the output level is determined

TK= Date the regulators evaluate whether the firm's capital stock is
appropriate for the given (or expected) demand

'.~
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[Insert Table 1]

Table 1 lists twelve points in time when choices are made and/or

uncertainty resolved in the context of regulation. The number of possible

sequences of events can be reduced by appeals to logic and casual empirism.

For example:

TK< TK ~ TL· -

The capftal stock is in place after it has been selected, and trr~ variable

input may be chosen simultaneously or later (after, say, demand uncertai nty

is resolved). Table 2 characterizes some of the recent theoretical work in

terms of the sequences assumed by authors. Obviously, many other reasonable

combinations remain to be analyzed, especially in terms of the nature of

uncerta i nty.

The static AJ model with no uncertainty could be summarized as invol

ving the fo 11 owi ng sequence:

T* < T* = T = T = T < T' = T = T = T = T*u p r W s K K L Q s·
The firm is free to select the price and input combination which satisfy

the regulatory constraint: Managers need not worry about a regulated price

(Tp) or about whether regulators will disallow unused capital from the

rate base (TK). The latter potential source of uncertainty is equivalent

to uncertainty regarding the allowed rate of return, since regulatory

treatment of the rate base affects the total return to capital: spK. Since

this type of uncertainty has not been analyzed to date, it is instructive

to formally consider how the static AJ results hold up under the~ (realistic)

assumptTon that s is a stochastic variable, determined after t~ capital

investment is in place.
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Table 2

Models of Regulation and Uncertainty

Tp = TK<T~<TL

cost plus: TK<T~ = Tp* =TL

Ts<TK = Tp<T~<TL = TQ

Model

AJ Quantity Setting

Peles-Stein (1976)

Perrakis (1976b)

Das (1980)

Burness, et a1. (1980)

~ AJ Pri ce Setti ng
o
I

Perraki s (l976a)

Meyer (1979)

Das (1980)

Joskow Price Setting

Barron/Taggart (1977)

Burness, et a1. (1980)

Tho~adakis (1982) \

Uncertainty

Q(P, u)

Q(P, u)

Q( P, u)

p(u)

Q(p, u)

Q(p, u)

Q(p, u)

Q(P, u)

p(u)

w(u)

Sequence

TK<T~<TL = Tp = TQ

TK<T~<TL = Tp = TQ

~K = TL<T~<Tp = TQ
T <T* = T*K u P

Ts = Tp<TK<T~<TL =TQ,

Ts = Tp<TK<T~<TL = TQ
Ts = Tp<TK = TL<T~<TQs

T* -+- 00
K

Conclusions

AJ results cannot be gerera1ized
to uncerta i nty

AJ results cannot be gerera1ized
to uncertainty

AJ resu1 ts hold for uncertai nty

Fixed price contracts preferred
for capital equipment

Rate Base padding can occur

AJ results hold since only ex
pectedrated of return isset

Rate base padding will not occur

AJ results hold only if 8P/8K
is positi ve

Cost-plus (conventional) contract
preferred for capital equipment

AJ res~lt~ do not hold



II. Uncertainty Regarding the Allowed Rate of Return

One way to model uncertainty is to adopt the Peles-Stein framework,

making the uncertainty associated with s rather than with the net reve

nue function. Let capital stock be selected ex ante, given an expected
-

allowed_!ate of return, s. After the allowed return is announc~~, the

firm is free to adjust Land P, but the firm cannot earn more than the

announced allowed rate of return: regulators take draconian measures to

eliminate such "excess" profits. This stylized characterization of regula-

tion has its limitations, but it demonstrates the sensitivity of the static

AJ resu1 ts to the assumption tha t sis known wi th certai nty pri or to when

the capital stock is in p1ace.~

Assume a risk neutral firm, with a total revenue function H(K, L).

The firm maximizes expected quasi rents, defined by equation (3)

Z = H(K, L) - wL . (3)

As Pe1es-Stein note, a maximal quasi-rents function, R(K), can be derived

which relates any given scale of the plant (K) to the maximum quasi rents:

R(K) depends on demand, technology and the price (w) of the variable input.

As shown in Figure 1, the slope of R(K) is the marginal revenue product of

capital. At M, R'(K) = i, so Ko would be the unregulated monopolist's choice of

capital. In the AJ model, with s known in advance, the firm would install

-lThis limitation also applies to theorigina1 Pe1es~Stein framework,
since -they assume that regulatorscost1 ess1y (and graciously?).Aax away
excess profits so the rate of return constraint always holds. Even if
customers are rebated the money, thei r loss in consumers' surp1 us is
greater than the reba te. A more real is ti c model of the regul a tory process
would include some penalty for "undercapitalizing," since regulators do
look at the price level (and structure) as well as the allowed rate of
return. Nevertheless, the basic results of the highly stylized model are
still suggestive. Note that others, for example Moszer and Moszer (1978),
have very different conceptions of the regul a tory process. They assume
that the firm can obtain whatever rate of return is justified by its mar
ginal cost of funds.
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K2: quasi-rents would just equal the allowed total return to capital.

The introduction of uncertainty changes the choice of K which maxi

mizes expected quasi-rents. Figure 2 shows the expected allowed rate of

return,s, but includes two other possible rates of return--one higher

and the other lower than s. Here, the uncerta i nty is assumed t~ be mul ti

plicative--representing plus or minus percentage points relative~to s, the

expected allowed rate of return. Additive uncertainty would imply that

whatever the capital investment, the total quasi-rents allowed would be

between, say, sK - u and sK + u. Here, unlike the original Peles-Stein

model, the nature of the uncertainty does not affect the regulated utility's

input choice, since a carner solutian is obtained.

Total expected profits of the regulated firm facing a multiplicatively

sto'chastic allowed rate of return depend on the capital stock chosen. A

simple example with three possible outcomes is below:

Outcome Probabi 1i ty

S(1 + u)K p/2
A

1sK - P

s( 1 - u) K p/2

With regulation, total expec ted profi ts are

(K) = eo + u)K ~ if K < Kl

R(K)~ if K ? Kl

ISK(l - p) if K < K2
+ R( K) (1 - p) if K ? K2

'.~

+ {5(1 - I,I)K~ if K < K3

R(K)~ if K > K3-
We know that Ko < Kl < K2 < K3·
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The marginal expected profits for different capacity choices are shown

below for K < Kl :

n'(K) = i(l+u)~ + i(l-p) + ~(l-u)~ - i = ~ - i (4)

for Kl < K < K2:

n'(K) = RI(K)~ + i(l-p) +~(l-u)~ - i -

= R1 (K)~ + ~(l -!- u) - i< i --f (5)

fo r K2 < K < K3:

n'(K) = R'(K)~ + R'(K)(l-p) + ~(l-u)~ - i

= R' (K) (l-~)+ s(l-u)~ -

for K3 < K:

n'(K) = R'(K) - i < 0

A

i < s - i (6)

(7)

In the example, the uncertainty parameter u is such that Ko < Kl ; the

expected marginal profit is positive if i > i. Thus the scale of plant

will be greater than the unregulated monopolist. Beyond Kl , even if a

high rate of return is allowed, the quasi-rents cannot be attained due to

demand conditions and technological constraints, so the expected marginal

rents, R(K) - iK fall as Kincreases when i(l + u)is allowed. Thus,

since the total expected quasi-rents fall as K increases beyond Kl , the

risk neutral firm will select Kl . As uncertainty increases, less capital

is invested, given i. With a very large u, the monopoly capital stock and

output will be selected (although regulators will take some of the excess

profits away if s or i(l - u) obtains). Nevertheless, this type of un

certa{nty gives incentives to have lower fixed investment than"would be

optimal. Under the highly styl ized assumptions of this model, uncertai,nty

regarding the allowed rate of return can outweigh incentives to gain some

quasi-rents.
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Note that for a given u and probabilities (I and 1 - p), a~ s ap

proaches i from above, Kl increases. This result is consistent with the

static AJ results under certainty, as tightened regulation increases K

and output.

Here, however, there is no i ncenti ve to use an i neffi cient i npu t

mix foragiven level of capital input. Uncertainty with respect_ to allowed

rate of return means that s( 1 - u) mi ght obtain; and s( 1 - u) m~even be

less than i. Thus, the incentive to adopt inefficient input mixes for a

given level of output disappears.-I Figure 3 depicts the traditional result,

that there exists an optimal s which balances off the distortion of inef

ficient input mix choices against expanded output. The Figure just shows

how approaching i from above leads to relatively greater capital intensitv

under certainty (with a homogeneous production function). Note that

(K/L)* depends on the scale of production.

The static AJ model has been empirically tested in many studies.

Initial econometric studies in the early 1970s attempted to test the AJ

hypothesis by estimating ~, the Lagrangian multiplier for the rate of

return constraint, while others tested for input efficiency. The con

cept of an optimal rate of return constraint was refined by Sheshinski

(1971). So several empirical tests of the AJ hypotheses examined the

optimal regulation corollary: determining whether costs rise and the

capital share increases as regulation becomes more restrictive (as s

approaches r). Peterson (1975), using an OLS single equation_-model,

conf1'-rmed the AJ coro11 ary. Hayashi -Trapani (1976) found sUPf)ort for

his results, but Smithson (1978), using input demand

/Of course, if s < i, the firm will exit the market in the long
run, but in the short run, it can stay in business, as investors expe
rience returns which are less than anticipated.



functions, obtained results which contradicted these earlier ~tudies.

He suggested that Trapani and Peterson introduced a bias by incorrectly

identifying the actual earned rates of return with the allowed rates of

return. The model presented here may also explain why the capital share

need not increase as s approaches r from above. The kind of knife-edge

results suggested by static theory evaporate once uncertainty is intro-

ducedregarding the allowed rate of return.

III. Conclusion

Few would deny that the original AJ model, which appeared over twenty

years ago, has contributed to more rigorous economic analysis of regulation.

Behavioral objections to the framework raise questions as to whether regula

tory authorities operate in the simplistic, single-minded manner assumed

by AJ. While some have focused on price, others have expanded the static

AJ framework to include uAcertainty and different sequences of choices.

This paper demonstrates the sensitivity of the AJ results to assumptions

about certainty regarding the allow;ed rate of return. The mixed empirical

results of AJ tests can be explained by the overwhelming importance of

this type of regulatory risk. Ass approaches r from above, utility mana

gers would not choose increased capital intensity (as is postulated by the

static AJmodel) because of the possibility that s will fall below r.

In some analytical formulations, demand uncertainty alters the AJ
-

conclusions. The key point here is that managers pay significant atten-

tion to sand r, and that financial uncertainty js a determinant of input

choice running counter to alledged tendencies to overcapitalize.
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